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Abstract: The present and future dynamic transformation of digital reality is inevitably establishing a heterogeneous 

ecosystem of smart gadgets, communication environment and software solutions for meeting modern human factor 

necessities. The rather rich data context, resulting from this innovative mixture, is practically transcending 

technological services much closer to human factor and is becoming both smart and challenging, due to multiple 

security demands that are expected to appear at live in the near future. The paper will outline some recent security 

trends in digital ecosystems transformation jointly with real practical illustrations for their analytical meeting and 

prognostic understanding. This will hopefully produce a relevant security support to the expected digital evolution and 

progressive human factor response in the new, dynamic and fast changing digital world. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Digital technologies and fast evolving multiplatform 

ultra-connectivity have already entered a large majority of 

our lifestyle areas, to note: education, training, mass 

media, working environment, everyday life interactions, 

protesting, friends finding, shopping or even sports, 

health facilitation and entertainment. 

This new change is part of the holistic transformation of 

the Fourth Digital Revolution [1], [2] that in fact is 

morphing the modern 21st century people towards new, 

„digitised‟ ones – „transhumans‟, having advanced, mixed 

with technologies: senses, memories, habits, behaviour 

and emotions [3]. 

Meanwhile, this dynamic transformation is outlining also 

another challenge – gradual cultivation of expectations 

and mind models in the new „digitised thinking‟. 

The upcoming digital society is going to produce a rather 

complex but fully transformed ecosystem of both 

technologies and humans that will have a new, different 

joint living & co-existence [4]. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the key factors, 

progressively extending the capabilities for human-

machine interactive feedbacks and perturbations handling. 

These will probably emerge possibilities for simplified 

digital ecosystem control and influencing via the machine 

component but stays quite uncertain from the stability 

perspective due the huge evolutionary dynamics and 

constantly progressing scale towards singularity [5]. 

An important moment, to note here, is the new digital 

ecosystems multiple objectives that will be difficult for 

effective prioritizing from AI ethical perspective at the 

present devastating moment of digital transformation. 

The multiple interconnected gadgets‟ Internet of Things 

(IoT) concept and numerous innovative cloud services, 

with big data technology implementation, are also giving 

an added value to the new digital ecosystem, providing 

multiple information handlings, strongly embedding at the 

same time – human factor with machine loop [2], [6]. An 

arguable moment here is the „digital privacy‟ that still 

stays quite uncertain, regarding simultaneous sources 

information fusion and protection. 

Thus, from one hand, the Fourth Digital Revolution is 

expected to create new opportunities and from another – 

to emerge new threats and risks towards the future digital 

ecosystem evolution. 

The proper meeting of these digital progress security 

demands is a quite challenging task that requires an 

„expert – technologies‟ joint analytical prognostic effort, 

combined with an appropriate validation & verification of 

the new digital ecosystems dynamic transformation. 

Further in the paper, an exploration framework of this 

digital phenomena securing with some practical 

illustrations is outlined. 

2. EXPLORATION FRAMEWORK 
In brief, the presented framework (see Figure 1) takes a 

fourfold human-machine realisation of the scenario 

method application for future planning, implementing a 

matrix based „plausible future‟ security context. It 

combines both – morphological and system analysis, 

keeping the holistic nature of the studied problem area for 

selected scenario families with common objectives on 

future security exploration [7]. 

 
Figure 1: Exploration framework for digital ecosystems 

future challenges securing 

Next, trends forecasting of these scenario families is 

benefiting from an approach of complex dynamic system 

discrete representation [8], extensively disposed over the 

social cycles evolutionary paradigm [9], [10] in a mixed 

human-machine environment. 



 

  

Additionally, due to multiple possibilities of the trends 

development a stochastic machine cyclic validation is 

added, extending the ideas in probabilistic sense [8]. 

Being a rather challenging and futuristic area of research, 

the obtained results for digital ecosystems securing – final 

verification is proposed with human factor interactive 

gaming simulation and results discussion. 

More details on the proposed exploration framework four 

stages will be given further in the paper. 

Context Matrix Establishing  

The plausible future context definition is organized, 

implementing a matrix representation, combining wide 

survey data [11], [12], experts and users of different ages 

opinions, gathered during IFIP TC13 & TC14 Open 

Symposium [13] and „Advanced Challenges on Digital 

Future Securing Training‟ of SRS‟ 2017 [14] with 2021 & 

2027 time horizon. Final results generalization is 

conducted with morphological analysis in I-SCIP-MA 

environment [7]. The methodology is mainly used for 

solving unstructured and not quite certain big data 

clusterisation problems. Briefly, the approach is using a 

multidimensional, mutually exclusive alternatives 

definition over a cross-consistency multiple scenario 

matrix space. Resulting positive, neutral and negative 

scenarios (unordered and not-quantified in time) chains 

are produced, following an expert cumulative 

alternatives‟ interrelations assessment, using Relative 

Common Weight – RCW and coping the input 

uncertainties with fuzzy sets extensive implementation 

[15]. 

In the present study a five-dimensional matrix is 

established („Tech Excesses‟, „Social Issues‟, „Interfacing 

Cycles‟, „Mixed Resources‟, „Security Challenges‟), 

including different alternatives (cells) number (between 2 

and 4) among it. 

The total cross-consistency plausible future scenario 

matrix (see Figure 2) combinations number could be 

calculated as: N = 5 x 4 x 4 x 2 x 4 x 4, N = 2560. The 

morphological analysis support, selected 128 of them, 

defining: 111 active (RCW >0), 6 neutral (RCW=0) and 

11 passive (RCW<0) scenario chains. 

 

Figure 2: Context matrix screenshot for digital 

ecosystems securing in I-SCIP-MA environment 

The summarized results from the performed analysis are 

defining notable passive (intangible) scenario future 

expectations towards security challenges like: „H-M 

Conflict Transcendence‟, „User Ambiguities‟ & „Hybrid 

H-M Attacks‟, originating technologically from: „AI 

Services‟ & „Disruptive Uncertainties‟, that are socially 

influenced by: „Transformed People‟ and „Culture-Ethical 

Issues‟. At the same time, the implementation of 

„Economic E-Resources‟ will stay neutral as a source of 

possible unexpected threats, but still uncertain in the near 

future. 

The rest of the scenario chains are expected to be 

tangible, which is a serious address towards securing of: 

„Smart Tech Compromising‟ and technological exceeds 

related to: „Multiplatform Integration‟, „Ultra-

Connectivity‟ & „Speed Augmentation‟. 

Being somewhat aggregated and not quite certain, the 

established scenario matrix context is further studied, 

implementing risk analysis exploration for a selected 

scenario chains families, trying to understand and assess 

their possible interrelations in a system risk context. 

Scenarios Holistic Risk Assessment 

Proper understanding the complexity of this stage is a 

rather challenging task, as the objective here is to create 

system-of-systems interpretation [16], using the context 

matrix results. This provides a holistic view on the 

studied problem at hand, giving at the same time, tangible 

and intangible future risk assessment, taking the ideas of 

risk complex nature [17]. 

A suitable approach for solving this complex objective is 

performed with system modelling & analysis for selected 

labelled scenario families from the structural analysis 

matrix, using „entity-relationship‟ representation of the 

idea (see Figure 3a) and defining risks expectations in I-

SCIP-RA environment [18].  

 

 

Figure 3: Digital ecosystems future tangibles & 

intangibles security risks‟ system modelling (a) and 

resulting assessment (b) in I-SCIP-RA environment 

Further, obtained results are visualised in 3D System Risk 

Diagram (see Figure 3b), noting the system risk – Rs dual 

representation (following a causality system modelling 



 

  

assumption of forward – Rf & backward – Rb risk values) 

and finally – identifying tangibles and intangibles model 

entities (being either active – white or passive – grey) 

with a probabilistic a priori expert views.    

The resulting holistic risk assessment (towards year 2027) 

of the aggregated eight scenario families (model entities) 

are giving the following a priori, static classification: 

tangible (non-critical) security risks are expected to 

emerge from: „Mixed Sharing‟ – 5, „Transformed 

Compromising‟ – 6, „Digital Excessing‟ – 8 scenario 

families. Most of the identified entities in the model are 

however noted as intangibles (critical): „Social 

Transforming‟ – 7, „H-M Conflicting‟ – 2, „Digital 

Ambiguing‟ – 4, „Hybrid Attacking‟ – 3 & „Transformed 

Autonomizing‟ – 6. 

These results are opening clear, near future, horizon for 

active AI developments and innovative cloud services 

digital disruption and multiplatform integration. At the 

same time, the human-machine expected conflicts and 

hybrid attacks (implementing AI active role and IoT 

concept integration) are giving ambiguous (passive) 

security perspectives to these digital ecosystem elements 

certainty handling. 

In the next section a dynamic outlook towards the 

presented ideas of system-of-systems future risk 

assessments validation will be given. 

Trends Dynamic Validation 

Proper exploration of future assessment trends is an 

arguable field of work due to the problematic results error 

evaluation. Being discrete by nature the modern digital 

world mixing with the continuous social component, is 

naturally producing a new type of mixed ecosystem. 

The resulting, transformed system behaviour is expected 

to evolve in an innovative way that should vague the 

limits between live and artificial matter, keeping live 

matter properties and objectives (to note: self-existence, 

autonomy, self-regulation towards equilibrium, etc.). 

What however could be implemented here, regarding the 

future trends validation is the overall cyclic (pseudo-

periodic) nature of this new holistic socio-digital mix co-

existence. In this sense, it is important to note the 

assumptions of Kondratiev [9] (noting the fourfold 

cycling of evolutionary social progress: prosperity, 

recession, depression & improvement) that could be 

enriched from the Forester [10] results (concerning 

system of interest transitions growth and behaviour – 

being positive, negative and aiming equilibrium). These 

could be further extended both in multiple degrees of 

freedom system-of-systems risk – Rs dynamics context, 

using probabilistic piecewise approximation and adopting 

risk Beta distribution (representing a probabilistic 

distribution of probabilities) trends usage for both a priori 

& a posteriori assessment (working with unknown a priori 

probability and having reasonable assumptions for this) 

[19] but with real world entities‟ interaction epochs cyclic 

machine simulations (see Figure 4). 

Coping this problematic in fact is facing the system of 

interest detailed interrelations (connections) exploration 

in a narrow modelling world. Usually, a transfer function 

is normally assumed between system‟s inputs and outputs 

that could be studied from different perspectives [20]. The 

machine discretisation however also is generating 

uncertainties and non-stationaries [21] that are difficult to 

be solved from system singularity and multidimensional 

perspectives. 

 
Figure 4: Rs a priori trends cyclic dynamics, after [9] (a) 

& resulting probabilistic a posteriori validation (b), 

implementing Beta PDF approach [17] 

So, a problem oriented modelling approach instead of just 

simple transfer function (following system-of-systems 

idea and human-machine active support) could be 

assumed (see e.g. [7], [8]), taking both aggregated and 

detailed exploration of the digital future securing 

problem. 

Finally, these trends dynamics concerns are also studied 

with the assumption of being periodic by nature, 

regarding system-of-systems interrelating. 

An example, concerning the system risk model (see 

Figure 4a) for „Transformed Autonomizing‟ Rs relations 

(see Figure 5) is provided below. 

 
Figure 5: A probabilistic validation example for 

„Transformed Autonomizing‟ a priori Rs values, 

concerning the dynamic evolution up to year 2027 

Being somewhat limited from the modelling context and 

lacking a possibility for comprehensive unexpected future 

events handling (e.g. non-uniform periodicity changes of 

Rs phase, currently marked aggregated in the 

implemented probabilities) and multiple degrees of 

freedom computational expensive realisation (to note the 



 

  

Dirichlet multidimensional case [18] instead of the Beta 

ones [8]) the proposed validation approach results are 

further tested with interactive human-in-the-loop 

verification. 

Interactive Results Verification 

The idea of this final stage is to provide experimental 

observations in a realistic, artificial, futuristic 

environment of real disruptive technologies users‟ live 

responses. The approach has been successfully 

implemented over the recent years as a future digital 

threats, risk & challenges verification procedure [8], [17].  

CYREX 2017 [22] was an international training event, 

conducted for the third time in Bulgaria, and hosted by 

Plovdiv University „Paisii Hilendarski‟ as part of the 

training course „Security Foundations in Cyber Space‟ 

[23]. The exercise took 180 minutes, exploring a hybrid 

simulation [8], encompassing: industrial espionage, social 

engineering, malware and multiple targeted attacks. The 

event gave practical verification results towards near 

future cyberthreats and challenges user responses, related 

to transformed reality and IoT multiple integrations 

phenomena expectations. 

 
Figure 6: Selected moments of CYREX 2017 [22] 

A futuristic scenario within year 2045, implementing 

disruptive entertainment VR gadget development from a 

start-up company that is trying to be controlled from both 

hacktivist group and a multinational corporation for 

providing bio-connectivity between both users and 

machines is studied. Additional NGO and public bodies‟ 

roles were added for the theatre of simulation 

comprehensiveness. Trainees have to use in real a lot of 

smart devices: phablets, tablets, smart watches and bands. 

Regular desktop and mobile computers were also 

included. Supportive open cloud services, privately hosted 

e-mail accounts, chat services, multimedia data, avatar 

messaging, encryption, brute-force decryption and QR 

codes were gathered within a closed social network 

group. The participants accessed is secured via a VPN 

network (with cable & wireless access) in order to 

experimentally create and study an ad-hoc transformed 

digital reality that, together with the participants, 

established a kind of innovative digital ecosystem. 

Players‟ activities were monitored according to the 

scenario event script, following response time delays 

statistics, similar to [12] and some video supportive 

recording. Selected participants were further equipped 

with brain activity mobile recorders and smart QR 

stickers for temperature and galvanic skin response 

monitoring that provided more detailed physiological 

supportive information to their scenario responses.  

 
Figure 7: CYREX 2017 participants generalized 

feedbacks on organizational, content & tech issues 

A final questionnaire e-survey in Google Docs among the 

participants is presented (see Figure 7) in order to 

guarantee comprehensiveness for the exercise evaluation 

process. 

An overall positive assessment (above 85 %) is given to 

the organizational, duration & scenario content issues of 

CYREX 2017. Even rather interesting the training 

transformed reality and guidelines were found somewhat 

ambiguous for the users, though also widely accepted 

(more then 70%). 

Possible improvements of these issues could be further 

given with a longer training duration and short education, 

concerning the embedded innovative technological apps 

and smart gadgets models, utilised with the different 

cyberattacks and monitoring handlings. 

These results are however quite valuable from the digital 

disruptions fast adaptation perspective of the modern 

people in the new, futuristic mixed ecosystem of living.  

3. DISCUSSION 

Future disruptive mix of live and artificial, smart, highly 

integrated and ultra-connected matter will inevitably 

produce a new digital ecosystem with autonomous and 

advanced super-abilities towards the digitally transformed 

objectives of existence and evolution. 

Exploring this phenomenon from the security perspectives 

is quite challenging and fascinating, especially in the 

futuristic plausible & non-plausible context. 

The outlined framework, implementing „system-of-

systems‟ holistic exploration though rather 

comprehensive, could be further extended in three ways: 

(i) establishing a broader expert discussion forum for 

further security challenges exploration; (ii) implementing 

high-performance computational power cloud service in 

the validation cyclic detailed exploration; (iii) adding 

highly-integrated monitoring and behaviour stimulating 

bioimplants. 

The extended work in this context is already in active 

progress with the new „Securing Digital Future‟ initiative 

of Joint Training Simulation & Analysis Center, web 

portal development: www.securedfuture21.net, 

encompassing more than 60 experts throughout the world. 

http://www.securedfuture21.net/
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